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Introduction: the inference challenge

Integrate out BSM
 do RGE

EWSB, SM RGE
and QCD

Embed nucleons in 
nuclear potential

- see arXiv:1409.8290 and
  arXiv:1504.00915

coherence, 2-body effects
- see arXiv:1308.6288 and
         arXiv:1605.08043

- see arXiv:1411.3342

UV  WIMP model > 100 GeV

Weak scale EFT ~100 GeV

Nucleon EFT ~1 GeV

Nuclear matrix elements < 1 GeV

Experimental observables  



Introduction: the inference challenge

Experimental observables:

 - recoil energy (normally indirectly)
 - (x,y,z) position 
 - recoil direction (not ready for prime time)

Theorist ‘data’ Real (LUX) data

arXiv:1608.07648



Standard assumptions
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- no isospin violation

- elastic scattering

- no q-dependence

- only couples to mass or spin of N

- Maxwell-Boltzman velocity distribution

- single component DM



Standard assumptions
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- no isospin violation

- elastic scattering

- no q-dependence

- only couples to mass or spin of N

- Maxwell-Boltzman velocity distribution

- single component DM

Let’s just relax... 

          ...some assumptions



Non-relativistic EFT for DD

S⃗x

S⃗N

i q⃗
v⃗ 

WIMP spin
Nucleon spin

Momentum transfer
velocity



Operators by groups
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• The non-relativistic operators can be 
grouped by their momentum dependence

• At low mass (lower recoil energies) nuclear
structure is not probed and they become 
essentially degenerate 



Non-standard WIMP rates
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Non-standard WIMP rates
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Isospin violation

- needs multiple targets to
break degeneracy

Inelastic scattering

- needs lots of events to 
break degeneracy with 
q-dependent scattering



Generalized velocity distribution

We need to compute the average inverse WIMP velocity:

?

General forms of f(v) have been proposed in the past (e.g. Lisanti et al., Mao et al.),
but they tend to bias the reconstruction. Use a more general form due to 
Green and Kavanagh: 

See arXiv:1312.1852 for details

Where P(v) can be any well conditioned set of orthogonal polynomials, then
fit to your data with the coefficients.



Generalized velocity distribution

See arXiv:1312.1852 for details

Taking Chebyshev polynomials as the P(v), N is dependent on the 
velocity distributions:

f(v)

v/c v/c

f(v)

N=5 N=9



Bayesian inference

- The method of choice for reconstructing WIMP properties

- Bayes’ theorem:

- Likelihood:  



Parameter space

- Sample this space with MultiNest

How many events does it take to distinguish q-dependence?
- simulate with MB, but reconstruct with Cheybshev N=5

gaussian



Results: N = 25



Results: N = 50



Results: N = 25
(Allowing inelastic scattering)



Results: N = 50
(Allowing inelastic scattering)



Publicly available code
https://github.com/jaydenn/DarkSearch
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Simulates experiments and uses Bayesian inference (multinest) for 
parameter reconstructions

Visualization tools also available



Call for input on standards
https://github.com/bradkav/DirectDetectionStandard
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Goal: define data formats and keep repository of direct detection experiments 

Experimentalists: please contact myself or Bradley Kavanagh, we’d love to get 
your advice/input 





IV. Summary
 We need to consider the full direct detection parameter 

space
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          Example 1: RGE’s



          Example 2: Loops



          Example 3: EWSB operator mixing



          Example 4: beyond standard SI/SD 

 Does not include degrees of freedom for nucleon velocities (ignores 
responses related to transverse spin and orbital angular 
momentum)

 Result: you will estimate recoil energy dependence wrongly and 
over/under estimate total rate

 

 
Example from Gresham & Zurek 

arXiv:1401.3739 26

“The standard SI/SD analysis 
grossly misrepresents

the physics of these operators, 
leading to errors that can exceed 

several orders of magnitude”
arXiv:1308.6288


